
Imperial America 
 
I. Roots of Expansion 

    A.    Diplomacy in the Gilded Age 

  1)    in 1880 the U.S. population was 50 million and it was the second leading  

industrial nation in the world 

2)    While the Civil War put the U.S. in opposition to France and England, during the  

Gilded Age, the U.S. became inward-focused and isolationist 

3)    The U.S. purchased Alaska from Russia in 1867, though it was nicknamed  

"Seward's Folly" at the time 

4)    Pres. Cleveland halted an American takeover by the sugar interests in Hawaii in  

1890, claiming it was out of spirit with America's non-interventionist tradition 

  

     B.    Economic Expansionism 

  1)    As America's economy surged, companies began building factories overseas 

          2)    Need to export goods to balance foreign debt  
          3)    While most goods went to Europe and Canada, non-western markets were seen  

 as important for future growth�America needs to capture overseas markets  

 for its industrial surplus and to supply raw materials 

  

 

II. Creation of U.S. Foreign Policy 

     A.    Captain Mahan’s The Influence of Seapower Upon History (1890) argued that control  

of the seas was key to become an international power. He called for a canal linking 

the Pacific and Atlantic. 

 

     B.    In 1890 funding for three battleships was approved in development of a two-ocean  

navy. 

 

C. The U.S. challenged Britain during a border dispute between Venezuela and British  
Guiana, promising it would use force to protect its interests 

  

 

III. Sources of Imperialist Ideology 

  
A. Social Darwinism—if the U.S. wants to survive, it needs to expand � example of  

what Japan and European nations are doing--seizing colonies in Africa and Asia  
� U.S. should flex its muscle  

  

     B.  Belief in the inherent superiority of the Anglo-Saxon race and the thought that with  

privilege comes responsibility (Kipling’s White Man’s Burden) 

  

C. A new manifest destiny strain developed, suggesting that every nation should be  
English in language, religion, and customs 

  

D. Turner Thesis suggested that as the American frontier closed, interests would turn  
outward to foreign frontiers 

  

 

 

 

 



Emergence from withdrawal 
 

• The late 19th Century marked a time when the US became less involved in 
world affairs – were more concerned about developing western land, fighting 

the civil war, and reconstruction issues.  
• Continentalism – Belief that the US should acquire no land outside of its 

territories — reasons include:  

      i.     It was against American principles to govern without consent of the governed 
     ii.     The US should stay out of foreign entanglements 

    iii.    The cost of developing and maintaining a naval force 
    iv.    Racism – the wish to refrain from bringing other races and traditions into the  

US. 

 
Reasons for Imperialism 

 
• Missionary movements – God chose to make the US the “best” country and 

government, therefore it was God’s wish that other lesser parts of the world 

be shown the “true way”. Josiah Strong in Our Country – “…the Anglo-Saxon 
was divinely commissioned to be, in a peculiar sense, his brother’s keeper”.  

• Social Darwinism – the strongest nations and races must control the weaker 
ones.  

• Fear of losing out in the carving up of the world by other nations  
• Expansion would divert attention of those suffering from Depression of 1893, 

and would provide a market for surplus goods grown in US.  

• Jingoism – spirit found in the US claiming superiority and chauvinism  
 

Incidents: 
• Chile – war was almost declared when 2 US sailors were killed on leave in 

Valparaiso.  Chile formally apologized to avoid war.  

• British Guiana and Venezuela – dispute over territorial rights where gold was 
discovered.  US told Britain that under Monroe Doctrine the US should decide 

the issue.  Britain declined the US offer originally, but when Congress made 
war noises, Britain backed down.  

• Hawaii – Protestant missionaries to Hawaii were followed by rich planters 

(Dole family and others).  A tariff on sugar hurt the planters who responded 
by overthrowing the King and asking to be annexed by the US. (They formed 

their own government).  
 
i.       Queen Liliuokalani took over islands and tried to remove the planters – she 

backed down when a US warship was positioned off the coast.  
      ii.       Pres. Cleveland takes over at this point and speaks out against annexation, 

but is unable to restore Liliukalani’s power. 
     iii.      Hawaii was eventually annexed by Pres. McKinley in July 1898. 
 


